Hyundai elantra 2011

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. No Salvage, Flood or Rebuilt Titles! See dealer for details. Due to the possibility of 3rd
party errors or omissions, dealership is not liable for the accuracy of information in listing.
Powered by an efficient 1. Our Front Wheel Drive can get near 40mpg on the open road. Once
inside the GLS interior, you will be impressed with such features as power door locks and
windows, cruise control, air conditioning, remote keyless entry, a tilt steering wheel, and
comfortable premium cloth seats. Our 6-speaker audio system features a CD player and MP3.
With six airbags, vehicle stability management, and anti-lock brakes, the Hyundai Elantra has
been named a top safety pick by the IIHS. With enough authentic style and phenomenal
efficiency to please the harshest of critics, the Elantra has taken not only the compact class but
the whole world by storm! Print this page and call us Now We have you covered! Known as the
'King of Credit', we are able to finance any customer who is interested in purchasing from
CarWorld. We help customers like no other dealership! We discount prices, never quality! And
remember, if we can't do it, nobody can! Don't wait until ticket prices go up! Come in and bid to
get crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the
vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own
mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas I4 1.
Together, this Front Wheel Drive team, not only makes the drive entertaining and enjoyable, but
they also provide near 40mpg on the open road. As you approach this Elantra Limited, you will
immediately notice the sleek and curvy design, alluring alloy wheels, fog lights, and black
chrome grille. Once inside the Limited interior, you will be impressed with such features as the
massive power sunroof, power door locks and windows, remote keyless entry, a tilt steering
wheel, and luxurious heated leather seats. Any questions please call and ask to speak with one
of our professional and courteous sales people. Feel free to reach out to me Used Car Manager
T. Ketchem directly call, text, or email at tketchem driveclassic. With questions please call or
email us or just stop by for a test drive. All of our vehicles pass safety and mechanical
inspection prior to sale! We offer a free Carfax report with every vehicle that we sell, free airport
pick-ups for out of state buyers, Financing with low rates for pre-approval please visit It is
equipped with a Automatic transmission. It is offered with a Service Contract available. New
Price! Before any Pre-Owned vehicle is offered for sale at Liberty Hyundai, it goes through a
complete point inspection by our technicians. Certification charges are additional on Hyundai
Certified vehicles and vary depending on chosen level of coverage. Recent Arrival! Available at
Apple-Subaru. Call to schedule a test drive today! Best of all the price you see is the price you
pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed.
Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply.
Schlossmann Subaru City of Milwaukee in Milwaukee, WI treats the needs of each individual
customer with paramount concern. We know that you have high expectations, and as a car
dealer we enjoy the challenge of meeting and exceeding those standards each and every time.
Allow us to demonstrate our commitment to excellence! Our experienced sales staff is eager to
share its knowledge and enthusiasm with you. We encourage you to browse our online
inventory, schedule a test drive and investigate financing options. You can also request more
information about a vehicle using our online form or by calling Visit our website at Runs and
drives top notch and ready to turn key and go. Loaded with power options and keyless entry
alarm tilt wheel and cruise control. Inexpensive to operate. Great looking vehicle that has been a
pride-of-ownership garaged car since new. None will compare to this condition. Stock We are a
Carfax Advantage dealer. Carfax certified with buyback guarantee. Has just gone through
pre-sale inspection smog safety and certification. Call directly between 10am and pm Monday
through Saturday in Escondido at We are located at West 3rd. Ave Escondido Ca. We are happy
to answer any questions you may have. We are a family-run business and have been
owner-operated for over 30 years. You are purchasing this vehicle from a licensed bonded
source with the assurance of a full mechanical inspection smog check and certification upon
delivery! This is not a risky private-party purchase without recourse. You can meet the owner
directly have peace of mind and the assurance of a physical presence. Check the rest of
inventory online at Prices and payments including the amount down payment do not include tax
titles tags documentation charges emissions testing charges or other fees required by law or
lending organizations. All vehicle specifications prices and equipment are subject to change
without notice. Very low rates available and 72 Month term O. Bad Credit OK! Trades are
welcome. Many forms of payment are available. A purchaser is welcome to check out our
vehicles as much as they like onsite. Our last test drive is at and we close at Monday-Saturday
unless otherwise scheduled with sales. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type

Hatchback 8 Sedan 7, Station Wagon 1. Engine Type Gas 3, Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 7,
Cylinders 4 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. Price Drop. Check Availability. No accidents. Showing 1 - 18 out of 7,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. All were fine cars, but in terms of value and the entire
package, I was left wondering why anyone would buy a Civic. I now have purchased and driven
the Elantra for over miles. It handles well, have not noticed the road noise some folks mention,
and my gas mileage has exceeded expectations I do a great deal of highway travel, and average
between 43 and 46 MPG. The interior feels about the same size as my old BMW I. Read more.
Read less. Sign Up. The Elantra was initially marketed as the Lantra in Australia and some
European markets. It was sold in Europe from the spring of It replaced the somewhat larger on
the outside Stellar , although that model had not been offered in many markets. The Elantra was
powered by a Mitsubishi -designed 1. This DOHC valve 1. The quarter-mile 0. Starting in a
Mitsubishi-designed 1. The vehicle was refreshed in for the European market, adding Hyundai's
current logo to the grille, although North American models retained the previous year's look. In ,
the vehicle was refreshed again. The third second in North America and final facelift of this
generation occurred in for both front and rear fascias. Between to , the first-generation Elantra
was also produced and sold for the Indonesian market as the Bimantara Nenggala, it is only
available in there with 1. Launched in , the second generation codename RD or J2 was offered
as a sedan and station wagon. It was sold in the South Korean market as the "Hyundai Avante"
in sedan form and "Avante Touring" in the wagon body style. Some export markets such as
Australia and Europe received the series as the "Hyundai Lantra" as per the first generation.
Australian market wagons were given the "Lantra Sportswagon" name. In Europe, through
sedan models had carried a silver Mercury -type false grille, while the wagon carried no front
grille. At launch, a 1. Later, a 1. The Philippine version, as well as in some European markets,
had the 1. New grilles arrived in for the model year. The Lantra in Europe converged into a
single-front end design, for both sedan and wagon. The model received the "RD2" or "J3" model
codes. A PSA-built 1. A new 2. The GLS had body-colored rear license plate light holder and
exterior side-view mirrors. An all-new model codename XD was launched in The station wagon
version was dropped in favor of a five-door Liftback. Starting in , all American models came with
standard front and front-side airbags , air conditioning, power locks, power windows, and power
steering. This simplified dealer inventories and repairs and also sought to improve Hyundai's
image of "value" cars. In , all models were refreshed codename XD2 ; this introduced new
headlights and taillights, a new grille, new front and rear bumpers, a redesigned hood and trunk
lid, as well as a redesigned dashboard. The GLS trim is standard for the Elantra. The
top-of-the-line model, the GT trim, came with a stiffer suspension, leather seats, fog lights, alloy
wheels, lip spoiler, and blue-lit instrument cluster. Offered as a Liftback since as a model year
vehicle, the only options for the GT were a power moonroof and anti-lock brakes with traction
control. The GT trim sedan was introduced in and discontinued in The GT trim was replaced for
the model year with the Limited trim, which featured new paint colors, a chrome vertical grille,
leather interior with leather steering wheel and leather shifter and wood trim. The Limited trim
featured steel rims with a 6-spoke cover featured in the GLS model. The GT trim for the
five-door was produced for the remainder of the model year. The XD was available with 1. North
American models are available only with the 2. The 1. While compact on the outside, it was
listed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency as a mid-size car because of a
spacious interior. This car has been used as a taxicab in Beijing since and replaced the popular
red Tianjin Xiali taxi in in an effort to cut down pollution. The Elantra is available in 5 door
Liftback for and sedan form from to Pre facelifted models of the Elantra XD were produced for
the model year and had a facelift in consisting of new headlights, radiator, rear foglights on the
rear bumper, and new wheels. Production ran up to It used a resurrected appearance from the s
and s called " coke bottle styling ". The engine lineup included 1. All engines featured improved
fuel economy. A five-speed manual transmission was standard with an optional four-speed
automatic. According to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS the Elantra received a
Good overall score in the frontal crash test and a Marginal overall score in the side impact test,
but all Hyundai Elantras manufactured after November earned a Good overall score in the side
impact test. Beijing Hyundai launched a redesigned Elantra called the "Elantra Yue Dong" for
the Chinese market with an updated exterior and a separate facelifted Elantra model. The model
was later updated in and is currently known as the Hyundai Celesta. Only the 2. Unlike the
model year XD series, the model year base HD Elantra GLS trim did not include air conditioning
as standard equipment, but added side curtain airbags previously front and side only , active
head restraints and all-round disc brakes with four-channel ABS. Hyundai offered the Hyundai
i30 wagon in the U. Elsewhere, the same vehicle was marketed as the Hyundai i30cw. Canadian
trim levels were different from the US models. This trim included power windows in the front

with manual windows in the rear. The "GL" added heated mirrors, air conditioning, power
windows, heated seats, a six-speaker stereo, wheel-mounted cruise control , and keyless entry
with alarm. The "GLS" trim added wheel-mounted audio controls, ABS, all-round disc brakes,
and front seat-mounted side-impact and roof-mounted side curtain airbags. The "GLS" with the
Sport Package included a rear spoiler , power sunroof, inch alloy wheels , fog lamps , trip
computer and a leather-wrapped steering wheel and leather shifter. The final trim level, the
"Limited", added leather seats, a telescopic steering wheel, and automatic climate control air
conditioning. The LPI Hybrid liquefied gasolineeum injected is a mild hybrid and is the world's
first hybrid electric vehicle to be powered by an internal combustion engine built to run on
liquefied petroleum gas LPG as a fuel. The LPI Hybrid came equipped with the 1. The LPI Hybrid
delivered Compared to the conventional 1. The Elantra hybrid comes with an "Eco Guide" tree
icon meant to coach the driver into developing more eco driving habits. For the U. For markets
such as the Middle East, the 1. The Israeli market received the Elantra, with a 1. The design
continued Hyundai's "fluidic sculpture" styling theme first seen in the Sonata. The new model
went on sale in August in South Korea, and began selling between end of and early as a model.
It is powered by a new 1. The fuel economy was aided by a low drag coefficient of just 0. The Nu
engine block is made of aluminum instead of the previous cast iron. The similarities between
the second-generation i30 and Elantra continued in front end and suspension characteristics. It
was available in two trim levels, GLS and Limited. Premium features included heated front and
rear seats, proximity key entry with electronic push-button start with immobilizer, and touch
screen navigation. In for the model year, the Elantra sedan received significant updates.
Exterior enhancements include new front and rear styling with tinted taillights and L-shaped fog
light housings. A driver's blind spot mirror was added and a new Driver Selectable Steering
Mode is standard on the Limited and Sport models. Its hexagonal front grille was replaced with
a chrome wing-shaped version. The vehicle was unveiled at the Beijing Motor Show. Production
models included a choice of 1. For the model year, a coupe based on the sedan debuted. The
coupe featured a continuation of Hyundai's Fluidic Sculpture body design language, with more
aggressive styling than the sedan. The vehicle was unveiled at the Busan International Motor
Show. The production model included a 2. The Elantra Coupe was discontinued after the model
year in the US due to poor sales, so the brand could focus on the sedan and GT models. The
design of the car has been changed to a more conservative appearance. The "fluidic sculpture"
design that persisted across the Hyundai portfolio since is gone in the sixth generation Elantra.
The car is now more like a fastback with its roofline sloped from the windshield to the rear of
the car and it has fewer curves overall with pentagonal head and taillights, a hexagonal grille,
and redesigned body panels and bumper emphasizing straight lines along the body. The
windshield is drawn back from the hood further than the prior generation, making for a more
traditional sedan look. This was done without reducing the interior cabin space of the prior
generation. Its petrol variant displaces 2. The sixth generation Elantra was announced to be
released for sale in February for the model year in North America. While the Elantra is sold
under the compact class, it classifies as a mid-size sedan according to the EPA. Newly
introduced for was the ECO Trim, a package which replaced the standard engine with a lower
displacement turbocharged 1. In the middle of the model year, steering wheel audio controls
become standard equipment across all trims. A mid-level Value Edition trim was also added. On
top of the Popular Equipment and Tech Package for the SE, it included a power-adjustable
driver's seat, auto-dimming rearview mirror, a power sunroof, and an automatic up driver's
power window. Limited models receive glossy black interior accents and a standard
auto-dimming rearview mirror. Roughly halfway through the model year, Hyundai released a
Sport model for the North American market. The Sport slots between the Eco and Limited
models and is differentiated externally by different headlights and taillights , ground effects, a
more aggressive front and rear bumper as well as dual chrome-tipped exhaust outlets. Under
the hood, the Sport features a Turbocharged 1. Transmission options include a 7-speed
dual-clutch automatic with manual shift mode or a traditional 6-speed manual. Additional
modifications for the sport include a flat-bottomed steering wheel, red stitching on the seats,
shift boot and steering wheel, larger front brakes, 18" alloy wheels, an independent multi-link
rear suspension, a thicker front stabilizer bar, and a lower ratio steering ratio for a quicker feel.
The Elantra 2. For the model year, the 2. Higher 2. The Elantra Lingdong PHEV is capable of an
all-electric range up to 85km, with the fuel consumption of only 1 liter per km under
comprehensive conditions. Hyundai extensively refreshed the Elantra for the model year; it
received a new exterior look, new wheel designs, new safety features and an updated center
stack. The new redesign's exterior changes include a new rear with redesigned taillights,
"ELANTRA" written across the back, and a hidden trunk release within the Hyundai emblem.
New triangular headlights included LED headlights as an option, removing the previously

available adaptive HID headlights. Interior design changes include revised HVAC controls for
both manual and automatic systems and newly designed vents. The steering wheel has also
been changed to the same design shared with the Kona , Veloster , and Elantra GT. The
instrument cluster has an updated font, center display, and a checkerboard pattern. A new
5-inch touchscreen audio is now standard on the base SE trim and comes with a backup
camera. The center storage in front of the shifter no longer has a door to conceal storage in
order to accommodate the available Qi wireless charging dock for compatible smartphones.
Rear heated seats are also no longer an option. On 6 September , the facelifted Avante was
launched in South Korea and became the fifth best-selling car in the South Korean market. The
seventh generation Elantra, which was planned to be released for the model year, was unveiled
on 17 March in West Hollywood, with model code name CN7. It teased a new " parametric
dynamics" design language, and a return to a longer and wider fastback rear end sports sedan
style. In Australia and New Zealand, the seventh-generation Elantra is badged as the i30 sedan ,
to allow Hyundai to integrate the Elantra with the popular i30 hatchback for added sales. The
Hyundai Elantra Hybrid can travel 54 miles per gallon with horsepower and a pound feet of
torque sent to the front wheels through a six-speed dual-clutch transmission. The battery can
store enough energy for gas free operation at a parking lot speed, and shuts off during
coasting. The battery is located underneath the rear seats and the car has a steering ratio of
Mitsubishi Motors Australia complained that the Hyundai Elantra was too close to the Elante
trim level, which was last used on the Magna. In , both the Elan and the Elante had ceased
production but the Avante's renaming remained necessary as Audi owned the Avant name in
Europe. There are also disputes about the chassis codes for the â€” and the â€” model years.
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the Elantra lawsuit settlement, Hyundai decided to settle the class action to avoid further
litigation and the cost associated with fighting the case. The automaker says it denies all the
allegations, denies all liability and says there is nothing defective about the vehicles. The
Elantra engine lawsuit was originally dismissed, but the judge allowed the plaintiffs to amend
and refile the class action. The Hyundai Elantra class action lawsuit alleges the piston
assemblies cause knocking and ticking noises that eventually lead to engine block damage, oil
sludge and engine failure. Those ticking sounds are also known as piston slap which occurs
when there is too much of a gap between the piston and the outer cylinder. The plaintiffs claim
piston slap typically occurs when the engine is cold due to a piston head that isn't secured in
the cylinder. This allows the piston edges to collide with the cylinder wall. According to the
proposed Elantra lawsuit settlement, an eligible customer might receive an extended powertrain
warranty based on where the car was registered. The warranty extension covers the short block
assembly which includes the engine block, crankshaft, connecting rods and pistons, but only if
the damage is accompanied by a piston slap noise in the upper end of the engine. In order to
qualify for an automatic warranty extension, you must have your Elantra registered in one of the
following cold weather states:. If you reside in a state that is not a cold weather state, you must
submit a claim form to receive the warranty extension, and you must satisfy one of the following
conditions:. Exceptional neglect means a failure to change the engine oil for at least
consecutive days or 15, miles. Hyundai may ask the owner to furnish maintenance records to
demonstrate the time and mileage between oil changes. Money you spent on certain Elantra
repairs may be reimbursed in full according to the below conditions. For cars registered in cold
weather states, you must submit your claim form no later than 70 days after the final approval
order provided that you submit a completed form that contains proof of the repair expense for a
qualifying repair and Hyundai does not argue there was exceptional neglect. For cars not
registered in cold weather states, you must submit your claim form no later than 70 days after
the final approval order provided that you submit a completed form that contains proof of the
repair expense for a qualifying repair and Hyundai does not argue there was exceptional
neglect. For non-cold weather states, the claim must contain documentary proof of one of the
following conditions:. Money you spent on rental cars, towing services and other out-of-pocket
expenses reasonably related to obtaining a qualifying repair for an Elantra will also be
reimbursed in full based on the following requirements:. The Hyundai Elantra lawsuit settlement
was filed in the U. Hyundai Motor America, et al. Hyundai engine lawsuit settlement may provide
extended warranties and reimbursements. If you reside in a state that is not a cold weather
state, you must submit a claim form to receive the warranty extension, and you must satisfy one
of the following conditions: After the notice date, you register your Elantra in a cold weather
state for at least six months. The Elantra was previously registered in one of the cold weather
states. You must prove substantial prior cold weather usage for a period of at least 90
consecutive days during the months of November to March during which the Elantra was
located in a place where it was exposed to at least 50 cumulative days of temperatures at or
below 32 degrees Fahrenheit in that location during that period. You provide a heightened proof
submission with parts, photographs or other evidence that clearly prove the engine problem is
directly related to the piston scuffing-type defect alleged in the class action. Reimbursement for
Past Repairs Money you spent on certain Elantra repairs may be reimbursed in full according to
the below conditions. For non-cold weather states, the claim must contain documentary proof
of one of the following conditions: The Elantra was previously registered in a cold weather
state. The Elantra was previously subjected to substantial prior cold weather usage for a period
of at least 90 consecutive days during the months of November to March during which the car
was located in a place where it was exposed to at least 50 cumulative days of temperatures at or

below 32 degrees Fahrenheit in that location during that period. Demonstrates to a degree of
heightened proof parts, photographs or other evidence that clearly substantiates the engine
problem was directly related to the piston-scuffing defect alleged in the lawsuit. Reimbursement
for Rental Cars, Towing Money you spent on rental cars, towing services and other
out-of-pocket expenses reasonably related to obtaining a qualifying repair for an Elantra will
also be reimbursed in full based on the following requirements: The claim form contains proof
of repair-related expense for a qualifying expense. The claim contains a proof of repair expense
that reflects a qualifying repair performed within 30 days of the incurred rental car or towing
expense. The claim must be submitted within 70 days after the final approval order or the date
on which the expense is incurred. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Joe Rau is a very helpful sale person and easy to talk to. Seems very knowledgeable
of the accessibility of various vehicles, their options and inventory at other dealers. Han Lee
was quick to respond. He was flexible and answered all our questions. His price was fair and we
bought from him because he was easy to work with and we felt comfortable. I was buying this
for my daughter for school and I had to return to the mainland. He worked with her to bring it
back in to fix a couple of small items that we talked about before buying. It was an easy relaxed
process with him and I suggest using him if you like a vehicle on his lot. I live on another island
and just started my search online this date. I appreciate the service I got this same day. Mahalo
nui loa. The Sales associate contacted me right away to made an appointment to test drive the
car. Drew is doing a great job!!! The XT6 that I inquired about, he gave a great explanation of. I
am still trying to decide what to get. I drove 6 hours to buy a CT6. Once I arrived, the staff meet
me with open arms, and made me feel like they appreciated my business. The staff was
excellent and the paperwork was prepared and ready when I picked up the vehicle. I would
recommend this dealership to family and friends. I drove the vehicle and noticed that is pulled
to the right. They corrected the issue and I purchased the car. The people were all friendly and
professional. I highly recommend this dealer. I have to say things went well. Becky treated me
with all respect no problems at all.. Hopefully will have this truck for many years, the inside is in
excellent condition. The sales people are not pushy at all. Pleasure to deal with. Excellant
recieved email next day i was shock but happy the saleman was a true honedt gentle who i hope
to do business with soon. Never spoke to anyone because i didnt return email or phone call.
Very prompt responding to my inquiry. Terrible, I called ahead asking to have the car parked in
a dry area, since it was raining. I get there still out in the rain, good thing though, because the
roof leaks. The differentials made a grinded noise when put in gear and told me it was the
brakes? This vehicle was "supposed" to have had a point inspection? What they inspect I have
no idea. I was set up to meet with Chris he said he would be with me soon after arriving for my
appointment. Answered my inquiry right away. I found a different brand vehicle. Fantastic
experience. Erick is an honest, stand up guy and he truly understands customer service. He
made us feel welcome and did not pressure us into anything. The dealership offers affordable
cars with great value. I'm so happy I purchased a car here and I absolutely recommend them.
Good place. Dealer took his time explained things. He stayed late to complete the sale process.
The car was everything stated. I would for there again. A snazzy new look, a few more horses,
even better fuel economy, and one of the best warranties available combine to transform the
Hyundai Elantra from wishy-washy to wow! The Elantra's cramped rear seat, noisy cabin, and a
tendency toward lazy downshifts in the six-speed auto-manual transmission blemish an
otherwise well-wrought compact sedan. More horsepower, some of the best mileage figures in
its class, added standard features, and a whole new look have consumers and competitors alike
sitting up and taking notice. Hyundai has changed everything about the Elantra compact sedan.
Uncomfortably aware of image problems with this value-laden four-door, the Korean automaker
gave it a new look, a new drivetrain, and a bunch of upgraded standard features, resulting in a
car that looks good and cooks under the hood. The old slab-sided shoebox has been replaced
with more eye-catching sweeps and swoops and a new grille, as well as a racy new headlight
and taillight design. Additionally, a 1. Finally, two six-speed transmissions, a manual and an
auto-manual, with a corresponding improvement in fuel economy, replace the anachronistic
four- and five-speed shifters of yore. To top things off, both trims are available with
state-mandated partial zero-emissions vehicle PZEV status where applicable. While both trims
offer the up-powered I4, the GLS is available in either the lower-end stick-shift version or with
the upgraded auto-manual configuration. The Limited, on the other hand, comes standard with
the auto-manual transmission and a few other perks, like leather, a power sunroof, and
turn-signal-integrated mirrors. Featuring loads of standard gadgets, comforts, and
techno-goodies, the Elantra, especially when equipped with the auto-manual transmission, is
now roomier, plusher, and more passenger-friendly than ever. Both trims increase the already
fairly sizeable trunk space to The consensus among reviewers is that the all-new Elantra could

be among the best of a pretty fair lot, a position that Hyundai could only envy from afar in years
past. Standard power for all Elantra trims comes from a 1. With either transmission, expect hp at
6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. The auto-manual shifter is available on the GLS, essentially
turning it into a mid-level trim, with several significant standard creature comforts added in.
Meantime, the PZEV-equipped Elantra trims sacrifice a few horses to meet stricter emissions
standards. The six-speed auto-manual is considered reasonably silky and alert by virtually all
reviewers, though several note that a goodly amount of pedal push is needed for proper
downshifting when passing in the automatic mode. The result is a bit less body lean in tight
cornering, more driver confidence on the highway, and an almost sporty feel to the commute.
Supplemented by inch steel wheels on the base stick-shift GLS, inch wheels on the
auto-manual-equipped GLS, and inch alloy wheels on the flagship Limited, both trims boast a
four-wheel independent suspension with MacPherson front struts, front and rear stabilizer bars,
and a torsion beam rear suspension. Reviewers note that steering can be a bit logy, with the
electronic power steering providing less feedback than might be desired on the highway.
Low-speed maneuvering, according to a few reviewers, also requires a tad more effort than in
most sedans in this class. All in all, however, reviewers find handling characteristics to be more
than adequate for everyday travel, with some going so far as to describe the Elantra as a kick to
drive. The and inch tires standard on the GLS trims are, with their higher sidewalls, considered
by reviewers to be more forgiving of uneven pavement than the inch rubber standard with the
Limited. Braking, meanwhile, is described by nearly all reviewers as strong and true, with no
pedal anomalies. Among the improvements to the redesigned Elantra is an upsized cabin that
provides just a tad more passenger room and cabin storage. The base GLS with manual
transmission includes such standard amenities as premium cloth upholstery, remote power
door locks, power windows, power-adjustable heated exterior mirrors, and tilt-wheel steering,
as well as front and overhead consoles, each with generous storage. Opting for the GLS with
six-speed auto-manual transmission gains standard air conditioning, cruise control, and
telescoping tilt-wheel steering. Entertainment across the lineup consists of a single-CD player
with watts of power and six speakers, along with a USB connection for additional music
storage. The Limited, meantime, adds standard inch alloy wheels and a power glass sunroof to
this list, as well as standard leather upholstery, multi-level heated front seats, and Bluetooth
hands-free communications technology. The upper-tier GLS and top-shelf Limited, meanwhile,
offer the available Preferred Equipment Package with voice-activated DVD navigation, rearview
camera, carpeted floor mats, and watts of audio oomph. Further, the auto-manual-equipped GLS
is available with inch alloy wheels and Bluetooth technology, with the Limited offering optional
push-button start and a heated second-row seat. Though interior materials remain at a level
compatible with its price range, this reworked sedan has improved cabin build quality to the
point where even its not-quite-posh materials look good, and enough soft touches are added to
significantly mitigate what was once a distinctly low-budget interior. Gauges and controls,
meanwhile, are noted by reviewers as easy to read and well-located, with the redesigned center
stack garnering added kudos in several reviews. Standard safety equipment for the Elantra
reflects its reputation as a family-oriented four-door. Standard four-wheel disc ABS with
emergency braking assist and electronic brakeforce distribution has been supplemented by
traction and stability control across the lineup. Meanwhile this compact sedan continues to
feature standard dual front side-mounted airbags, front and rear head airbags, front head
restraint whiplash protection, daytime running lights, and a remote anti-theft alarm. Though
conceding that the all-new Elantra is still noisy and still a bit cramped in the second row,
owners, by and large, consider its cosmetic makeover a complete success. A few owners are
concerned with overall build quality, noting various glitches and gremlins in performance and
cabin accoutrements. Overall, owner comments are overwhelmingly positive regarding this
re-tooled compact four-door. Handling, looks, plenty of standard features, and a boatload of
value all combine to make the Hyundai Elantra a winner in the minds of most owners. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Hyundai Elantra listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Request Information. Image Not Available. CarGurus
User. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? The compact-sedan class has hardly been an

area of innovation in the auto industry, but Hyundai has pushed past rivals like the Toyota
Corolla with a very stylish, well-detailed, and technologically advanced new version of its
Elantra sedan. While holding the line on performance compared to previous versions, the
Elantra achieves much-improved fuel economyâ€”38 mpg highway over the entire model line,
as well as improved passenger comfort and interior refinement. From the back you might
mistake the Elantra for its large Sonata sibling; but with the Elantra an even smoother take.
Hyundai intended to take the Elantra in a "sporty and modern" design direction this time, and
we think it succeededâ€”this new compact sedan looks, from some side angles, like it's about
to leap forward. The exterior builds on the automaker's Fluidic Scupture theme that applies to
the mid-size Sonata, but in the Elantra it's a little more crisp and aggressive, a little more
athletic. Inside, the Elantra combines traditional Hyundai swoopiness with some interesting new
cuesâ€”specifically, the pinch point where the center console meets the rest of the dash, as well
as the strongly hooded gauge cluster. Hyundai has downsized its engine in the Elantra for , to 1.
Performance is pretty respectable from this engine, provided you're not afraid of eliciting
downshifts. And its hp and lb-ft is enough because the new Elantra weighs less than 2, pounds
and, actually, 62 pounds less than its predecessor. Still, there's nothing particularly athletic or
inspiring about the Elantra; throttle response can feel dulled and delayed, and steering feel isn't
close to on par with that of particularly crisp-handling small sedans like the Mazda3 or Suzuki
Kizashi. Brakes are great, though; they're four-wheel discs, rather than the rear-drum setup
that's pretty common in this class, with a nice, firm pedal feel. The Hyundai Elantra has an
interior that's almost mid-size caliberâ€”almost if it weren't for the tight headroom in back that's
so often the mark of a compact cabin. Front seats could use a little more support, and while
backseat space is a little bit better than what we're accustomed to in this size of vehicle, there's
simply not enough headroom for taller adults. Seats fold forward easilyâ€”though not quite
flatâ€”but there's a wide trunk opening, and throughout the interior you'll find plenty of
thoughtful cubbies and storage touched, plus a power plug and USB input. Ride quality is
excellent; the Elantra soaks up road noise better than most small cars, and wind noise is
well-muted at 70 mphâ€”at the level you'd expect in a mid-size sedan. Hyundai has become
known, in any of its vehicles, for sweetening the package with a few more features than you'll
find standard elsewhere in that model's class. That's again the case with the Hyundai Elantra;
even the base GLS comes with power windows, locks, power mirrors, keyless entry, and on
automatic models air conditioning, cruise control, and telescopic steering adjustment. Hyundai
boasts that the nav system has the largest screen size in this class. For the price, its beautiful.
And it really is a great system, incorporating voice recognition for phone, audio, and nav
control, plus XM NavTraffic, NavWeather, Sports and Stocks integration, Bluetooth audio
streaming, 16GB of onboard flash memory, Satellite Radio capability, and the capability to play
picture slideshows. The level of detailing for the Elantra's exterior is particularly noteworthy. Up
close, the front marker lights extend to a point almost directly over the front wheel centerâ€”and
to the front of the cowlâ€”and the windshield that looks like it might possibly be the steepest of
any small car. Take another step back and there's an entirely new dimensionâ€”as the deep
crease from beside the headlamps softens as it continues all the way to the C-pillar and that
prominent, rising shoulder line emerges from smooth sheetmetal just inches behind the lipped
wheelwells. Hyundai's design direction with these sedans makes them standouts, but the down
side, to these eyes, is that it risks looking dated sooner than more conservative models. Inside,
the Elantra combines traditional Hyundai swoopiness with some interesting new
cuesâ€”specifically, the pinch point where the center console meets the rest of the dash. In
person, the new interior impresses as a little odd at first, but the more we pored over the details,
like the nice hooded gauge cluster and well coordinated two-tone themes, the better we liked
itâ€”and the more the entire design seemed to 'pop,' and make sense. Its idle quality is
glassy-smooth, and it never reaches that coarse, buzzy range that makes so many small fours
unbearable in their peak powerband. This is an engine that's right at home in the 2, to 4,
rangeâ€”and one that does well with the six-speed automatic transmission, the way about 93
percent of Elantras will be sold, Hyundai estimates. That said, some of the same annoying
Hyundai powertrain traits remainâ€”namely ridiculously slow, delayed throttle response. You
can literally floor the gas pedal for a pass, in a fraction of a second change your mind and lift
back up, and the electronic throttle or ECU pretends it never happened. Steering feel is better
than what's offered in the larger Sonata, but it's still not on par with that of particularly
crisp-handling small sedans like the Mazda3 or Suzuki Kizashi. While the steering felt fine at
lower speeds, it's too light on center at higher speeds, with a peculiar weighting and that
dreaded 'digital' feel off center. Otherwise, the Elantra's interior is generously sized. This 6'-6"
editor had no problem getting comfortable in the Elantra; though as is typical for this class, the
lower cushions were on the short side. Front occupants get plenty of headroom with or without

the sunroof, thankfully. The front seats of our test Limited and GLS cars looked like they would
have some lateral support, but the slightly risen seat edges a nod, at least in appearance, to
lateral support do nothing for sharp corners. The leather that's available is perforated in a wave
pattern and won't be mistaken for luxury hide, but it feels supple enough. Backseat space is a
little bit better than what we're accustomed to in this size of vehicleâ€”in terms of
legroomâ€”but the shortage of headroom just like the Cruze and Civic keeps it from being a true
mid-size offering. Only the Jetta has noticeably more headroom in back. While rear-seat heaters
are on the options listâ€”kudos for being first ever in this classâ€”there are no true backseat
heater vents also like most vehicles in this class. They don't quite fold flat, but there's enough
of an opening to easily fit skis, or a lamp. There are a few very nice, thoughtful touches in the
Elantra. Flip up the big center-console lid, and you'll find a power plug and USB input, so you
can hide away your iPod or the like; but over on the passenger side, there's another side
compartment and power plug for the passenger, or for another device. The Elantra has a very
smooth, quiet ride, thanks to a suspension that isn't exactly tuned for high-performance
situations. It soaks up road noise better than most small cars, and wind noise is well-muted at
70 mphâ€”at the level you'd expect in a mid-size sedan. The Car Connection has high
expectations for the Elantra, as other Hyundai products that have been recently
redesignedâ€”like the Hyundai Sonataâ€”have earned excellent crash-test ratings. Among
budget-priced compact cars, not all safety equipment is always standard stability control, for
instance is sometimes optional in this class. But it's all here and standard across the model
line: stability control; anti-lock brakes with Brake Assist; a new Steering Effort Assist system
that helps steer you back toward stability and control in a skid; front seat-mounted side airbags;
and front and rear side-curtain bags. Outward visibility is quite good in the Elantra, even
considering the swoopy shape, though there is a rearview camera system available. Oddly,
Hyundai makes the telescopic adjustment optional on manual-transmission cars, available as
part of a Popular Equipment Package. The Limited model adds a sunroof, leather seats and trim,
heated front and rear seats, fog lamps, mirror-mounted turn signals, and inch alloy wheels with
Continental tires. Top options on the Elantra Limited, all part of a Premium Package, bring the
nav system, premium audio, and proximity key entry and push-button start. To help make the
whole ordeal of supply and demand a little easier for all involved, the new Elantra is being
offered in just seven build combinations. The down side of this strategy is that there are still
holes; you can't, for instance, get the navigation system if you want a manual transmission. In
an aggressive drive route that took an editor up into mountains, skirting 5, feet elevation at
times, a test Elantra registered 26 mpg; then driven on a mostly level stretch of Interstate at
mph we managed to average 39 mpgâ€”so at first test the Elantra's figure looks easily attained
with the cruise control on a relatively level highway. Hyundai initially claimed up to 40 mpg
highway for some models, but after a consumer campaign alleged lower real-world economy,
the EPA ran a confirmation check of the Elantra lineup and of several other Hyundai and Kia
vehicles. The tests resulted in restated fuel economy numbers for all involved model years.
Owners can register with Hyundai to receive reimbursement for the gas consumed above and
beyond expected levels; more details are found at HyundaiMPGInfo. Subaru Tesla Toyota
Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used
Cars. By Make. New Accent Elantra Ioniq Ioniq 5. Santa Fe Sonata Tucson Veloster. Used Azera
Entourage Equus Genesis. Tiburon Veracruz. New By Year. Used By Year. Reviews Specs
Photos Inventory. Likes Unparalleled design and details Excellent fuel economy Quiet, refined
cabin Smooth ride Impressive feature set. Dislikes Delayed, dulled throttle response Lacks rear
headroom Uninspiring, too-light steering. Review continues below. Used Hyundai Elantra for
sale near change location. The Hyundai Elantra comes with official EPA fuel economy ratings of
28 mpg city, 38 highway across the entire model line. Several other models on the market, such
as the Chevrolet Cruze and Ford Fiesta, achieve 40 mpg or better, but only in one specific trim.
Most, like the Elantra, sit in the mpg range. Considering that most of a vehicles lifetime carbon
footprint is related to fuel use, that makes the Elantra a very green car. Continue Reading. Rate
and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own.
Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and more. Browse Used Listings in your area 8.
Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Hyundai Elantra against the competition.
Used Hyundai Elantra 2, cars. Used Ford Focus 1, cars. Used Kia Forte cars. Used Toyota
Corolla 1, cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car

shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Find It Used. Calculate Payment. Trim if known
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:. Would you recommend this to a friend? First name required. Max characters: Continue as a
Guest. The Hyundai Elantra is available as a 4-door, 5-seat sedan. Payoff Amount. This
calculation reflects amounts in U. Dollars rounded to the nearest whole dollar. All loan figures
are based upon non-commercial usage and are subject to credit approval from an independent
lending source. Actual down payment and resulting monthly payments may vary depending
upon type and use of vehicle, regional lender requirements, and the strength of your credit.
Check with your dealer for exact monthly payment. Some content provided by and under
copyright by Autodata, Inc. Share Tweet. Loading Trims. Loading Makes. Overall Customer
Ratings:. Rate This Vehicle Hyundai Elantra Sign In. Create an Account. People who viewed the
Hyundai Elantra also viewed:. Please click on the link below to take a short survey. The survey
should only take 5 minutes or less to complete. We want to know what you think of minivans.

